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Velocity
From cars to golf clubs, Americans like

things bigger and faster. Rifles and cartridges
are no exception. Roy Weatherby made his
name banking on that, and he was right. He
was following in the footsteps of Charles New-
ton, but Weatherby had the benefit of bullets
that would hold together at increased veloci-
ties. The first time I used a chronograph to test
the actual velocity of a cartridge, I was told to
expect 100 feet per second less than the pub-
lished velocities. That has proven generally true
to this day. With handloading, true safe maxi-
mum velocities can be obtained in bolt-action
rifles in good condition. There are plenty of
reasons to reload for other types of actions, but
maximum velocity is not one of them. The most
significant gains are often in older cartridges
such as the 7x57, the .270 Winchester and the
.257 Roberts, but performance can be
improved in most standard factory cartridges.

The most significant increase, for me person-
ally, involved the .270 Winchester. My .270 has
a 24-inch barrel. The 130-grain standard factory
load by a major manufacturer was chrono-
graphed at 2,850 fps. The published velocity is
2,960 fps. Through careful development (starting
at the minimum, working up slowly and check-
ing for pressure signs), I found that the listed
maximum charge in a particular reloading man-
ual could be safely used in my rifle. Actual
chronographed velocity of the 130-grain Nosler
Ballistic Tip bullet is 3,125 fps with one brand of
cases, 3,150 fps in another, with no pressure
signs and minute-of-angle accuracy. This is an
increase of almost 200 fps over the published
velocity and close to 300 fps over the actual
chronographed velocity of factory loads. With
handloads, the velocity of my .270 Winchester
nips at the heels of the .270 Weatherby Mag-
num. Results with other cartridges have not been
as dramatic, but velocities of 100 fps over facto-
ry cartridges are not unusual.

Accuracy
Even with the advances in factory ammunition,

accuracy is a legitimate reason to handload today.
By experimenting with different primers, pow-
ders, bullet weights and shapes, one can develop
the tightest possible groups for a particular
rifle/cartridge combination. I recently conducted
accuracy tests with my .300 Winchester Magnum.
Handloading had proved that my rifle liked 180-
or 200-grain bullets more than the 150- or 165-
grain offerings. But which 180-grain bullet was
most accurate in my rifle? I used a maximum
load, maximum overall length, neck-sized cases,
and four different 180-grain bullets. The results
surprised me. The two flat-base bullets produced
tighter, more consistent groups than the two boat-
tailed bullets. For those situations in which
minute-of-angle accuracy may actually be
required, I now know which bullet to choose.

Competence
Handloading leads to more shooting and more

precise shooting. Both are invaluable at the range
and in the field. If you are testing yyoouurr handload
and yyoouurr rifle, you will want to test the accuracy
potential of that combination. You will concentrate
on all aspects of good shooting – hold, breathing,
trigger control, and calling your shot. You will be
more interested and more invested with the out-
come of each shot fired, and your concentration
will be greater. Likewise, developing and testing
multiple loads for a rifle requires enough shooting
to obtain sufficient data to draw the right conclu-
sions. This has obvious benefits both in marksman-
ship and decision-making. Knowing the capabilities
of the rifle and load, knowing the capabilities of the
shooter, and having experience in making the shot
are invaluable when one is presented with a split-
second decision in the field. 

Fun and Satisfaction
For most guys, things that go “bang” are inher-

ently fun. Shooting is no exception. Handloading
leads to more shooting, hence more fun. Having
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